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Banker To The Poor Princeton University Press
A Wall Street Journal, Financial Times, and Bloomberg Businessweek Book of the Year Why our banking system is
broken—and what we must do to fix it New bank failures have been a rude awakening for everyone who believed that
the banking industry was reformed after the Global Financial Crisis—and that we’d never again have to choose
between massive bailouts and financial havoc. The Bankers’ New Clothes uncovers just how little things have
changed—and why banks are still so dangerous. Writing in clear language that anyone can understand, Anat Admati
and Martin Hellwig debunk the false and misleading claims of bankers, regulators, politicians, academics, and others
who oppose effective reform, and they explain how the banking system can be made safer and healthier. Thoroughly
updated for a world where bank failures have made a dramatic return, this acclaimed and important book now
features a new preface and four new chapters that expose the shortcomings of current policies and reveal how the
dominance of banking even presents dangers to the rule of law and democracy itself.
Taming the Megabanks Princeton University Press
When RBS collapsed and had to be bailed out by the taxpayer in the financial crisis of
October 2008 it played a leading role in tipping Britain into its deepest economic downturn in
seven decades. The economy shrank, bank lending froze, hundreds of thousands lost their
jobs, living standards are still falling and Britons will be paying higher taxes for decades to
pay the clean-up bill. How on earth had a small Scottish bank grown so quickly to become a
global financial giant that could do such immense damage when it collapsed? At the centre of
the story was Fred Goodwin, the former chief executive known as "Fred the Shred" who
terrorised some of his staff and beguiled others. Not a banker by training, he nonetheless
was given control of RBS and set about trying to make it one of the biggest brands in the
world. It was said confidently that computerisation and new banking products had made the
world safer. Only they hadn't... Based on more than 80 interviews and with access to diaries
and papers kept by those at the heart of the meltdown, this is the definitive account of the
RBS disaster, a disaster which still casts such a shadow over our economy. In Making It
Happen, senior executives, board members, Treasury insiders and regulators reveal how the
bank's mania for expansion led it to take enormous risks its leaders didn't understand. From
the birth of the Royal Bank in 18th century Scotland, to the manic expansion under Fred
Goodwin in the middle of a mad boom and culminating in the epoch-defining collapse, Making
It Happen is the full, extraordinary story.

Empire of Cotton Princeton University Press
Animal House meets Liar's Poker in this hysterically funny, often
unbelievable, and absolutely, positively true account of life at
DLJ, one of the hottest investment banks on Wall Street. "Like
most other young business school graduates, John Rolfe and Peter
Troob thought that life in a major investment banking firm would
make their wildest dreams come true -- it would be fast-paced,
intellectually challenging, glamorous, and, best of all,
lucrative. They were in for a surprise. For behind the walls of
Wall Street's firms lies a stratum of stunted, overworked,
abused, and in the end, very well-compensated, but very
frustrated men and women. Monkey Business takes readers behind
the scenes at Donaldson, Lufkin, and Jenrette (DLJ), one of Wall
Street's hottest firms of the 90s, from the interview process to
the courting of clients to bonus time. It's a glimpse of a side
of the business the financial periodicals don't talk about --
20-hour work days, trips across the country where associates do
nothing except carry the pitch book, strip clubs at night,
inflated salaries, and high-powered, unforgettable personalities.
Monkey Business provides readers with a first-class education in
the real life of an investment banker. But best of all, it is an
extremely funny read about two young men who, on their way
towards achieving the American dream, quickly realized they were
selling their souls to get there."
The Banker's Wife Princeton University Press
FIASCO is the shocking story of one man's education in the jungles of Wall Street. As a young
derivatives salesman at Morgan Stanley, Frank Partnoy learned to buy and sell billions of dollars
worth of securities that were so complex many traders themselves didn't understand them. In his
behind-the-scenes look at the trading floor and the offices of one of the world's top investment
firms, Partnoy recounts the macho attitudes and fiercely competitive ploys of his office mates.
And he takes us to the annual drunken skeet-shooting competition, FIASCO, where he and his
colleagues sharpen the killer instincts they are encouraged to use against their competitiors, their
clients, and each other. FIASCO is the first book to take on the derivatves trading industry, the
most highly charged and risky sector of the stock market. More importantly, it is a blistering
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indictment of the largely unregulated market in derivatives and serves as a warning to unwary
investors about real fiascos, which have cost billions of dollars.
Competition and Stability in Banking Springer
“A brilliant and lucid new book” (John Lanchester, New York Times Magazine) about why paper
money and digital currencies lie at the heart of many of the world’s most difficult problems—and their
solutions In The Curse of Cash, acclaimed economist and bestselling author Kenneth Rogoff explores
the past, present, and future of currency, showing why, contrary to conventional economic wisdom, the
regulation of paper bills—and now digital currencies—lies at the heart some of the world’s most difficult
problems, but also their potential solutions. When it comes to currency, history shows that the private
sector often innovates but eventually the government regulates and appropriates. Using examples
ranging from the history of standardized coinage to the development of paper money, Rogoff explains
why the cryptocurrency boom will inevitably end with dominant digital currencies created and controlled
by governments, regardless of what Bitcoin libertarians want. Advanced countries still urgently need to
stem the global flood of large paper bills—the vast majority of which serve no legitimate purpose and
only enable tax evasion and other crimes—but cryptocurrencies are like $100 bills on steroids. The
Curse of Cash is filled with revealing insights about many of the most pressing issues facing monetary
policymakers, from quantitative easing to alternative inflation targeting regimes. It also explains in
detail why, if low interest rates persist, the best way to reinvigorate monetary policy is to implement
fully effective and unconstrained negative interest rates. Provocative, engaging, and backed by
compelling original arguments and evidence, The Curse of Cash has sparked widespread debate and
its ideas have moved to the center of financial and policy discussions.
The Devil's Cloth Anthem Press
Argues against the claim that a safer banking system would require sacrificing lending and
economic growth.
Money Hachette Books
Banks were allowed to enter securities markets and become universal banks during two
periods in the past century - the 1920s and the late 1990s. Both times, universal banks
made high-risk loans and packaged them into securities that were sold as safe
investments to poorly-informed investors. Both times, universal banks promoted
unsustainable booms that led to destructive busts - the Great Depression of the early
1930s and the Global Financial Crisis of 2007-09. Both times, governments were forced
to arrange costly bailouts of universal banks. Congress passed the Glass-Steagall Act of
1933 in response to the Great Depression. The Act broke up universal banks and
established a decentralized financial system composed of three separate and
independent sectors: banking, securities, and insurance. That system was stable and
successful for over four decades until the big-bank lobby persuaded regulators to open
loopholes in Glass-Steagall during the 1980s and convinced Congress to repeal it in
1999. Congress did not adopt a new Glass-Steagall Act after the Global Financial Crisis.
Instead, Congress passed the Dodd-Frank Act. Dodd-Frank's highly technical reforms
tried to make banks safer but left in place a dangerous financial system dominated by
universal banks. Universal banks continue to pose unacceptable risks to financial
stability and economic and social welfare. They exert far too much influence over our
political and regulatory systems because of their immense size and their undeniable
"too-big-to-fail" status. In Taming the Megabanks, Arthur Wilmarth argues that we must
again separate banks from securities markets to avoid another devastating financial

crisis and ensure that our financial system serves Main Street business firms and
consumers instead of Wall Street bankers and speculators. Wilmarth's comprehensive
and detailed analysis demonstrates that a new Glass-Steagall Act would make our
financial system much more stable and less likely to produce boom-and-bust cycles.
Giant universal banks would no longer dominate our financial system or receive
enormous subsidies. A more decentralized and competitive financial system would
encourage banks and securities firms to fulfill their proper roles as servants - not
masters - of Main Street businesses and consumers.
Poorly Made in China Princeton University Press
An insider reveals what can—and does—go wrong when companies shift production to China In
this entertaining behind-the-scenes account, Paul Midler tells us all that is wrong with our effort
to shift manufacturing to China. Now updated and expanded, Poorly Made in China reveals
industry secrets, including the dangerous practice of quality fade—the deliberate and secret
habit of Chinese manufacturers to widen profit margins through the reduction of quality inputs.
U.S. importers don’t stand a chance, Midler explains, against savvy Chinese suppliers who
feel they have little to lose by placing consumer safety at risk for the sake of greater profit. This
is a lively and impassioned personal account, a collection of true stories, told by an American
who has worked in the country for close to two decades. Poorly Made in China touches on a
number of issues that affect us all.
Market Rules Bloomsbury Publishing
From the chief economic commentator for the Financial Times—a brilliant tour d’horizon of the new
global economy There have been many books that have sought to explain the causes and courses of
the financial and economic crisis that began in 2007. The Shifts and the Shocks is not another detailed
history of the crisis but is the most persuasive and complete account yet published of what the crisis
should teach us about modern economies and economics. Written with all the intellectual command
and trenchant judgment that have made Martin Wolf one of the world’s most influential economic com-
mentators, The Shifts and the Shocks matches impressive analysis with no-holds-barred criticism and
persuasive prescription for a more stable future. It is a book no one with an interest in global affairs will
want to neglect.
Bringing Down the Banking System Oxford University Press
Why our addiction to debt caused the global financial crisis and is the root of our
financial woes Adair Turner became chairman of Britain's Financial Services Authority
just as the global financial crisis struck in 2008, and he played a leading role in
redesigning global financial regulation. In this eye-opening book, he sets the record
straight about what really caused the crisis. It didn’t happen because banks are too big
to fail—our addiction to private debt is to blame. Between Debt and the Devil challenges
the belief that we need credit growth to fuel economic growth, and that rising debt is
okay as long as inflation remains low. In fact, most credit is not needed for economic
growth—but it drives real estate booms and busts and leads to financial crisis and
depression. Turner explains why public policy needs to manage the growth and
allocation of credit creation, and why debt needs to be taxed as a form of economic
pollution. Banks need far more capital, real estate lending must be restricted, and we
need to tackle inequality and mitigate the relentless rise of real estate prices. Turner
also debunks the big myth about fiat money—the erroneous notion that printing money
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will lead to harmful inflation. To escape the mess created by past policy errors, we
sometimes need to monetize government debt and finance fiscal deficits with central-
bank money. Between Debt and the Devil shows why we need to reject the assumptions
that private credit is essential to growth and fiat money is inevitably dangerous. Each
has its advantages, and each creates risks that public policy must consciously balance.
Dress Codes Princeton University Press
Although most Americans attribute shifting practices in the financial industry to the
invisible hand of the market, Mark H. Rose reveals the degree to which presidents,
legislators, regulators, and even bankers themselves have long taken an active interest
in regulating the industry. In 1971, members of Richard Nixon's Commission on
Financial Structure and Regulation described the banks they sought to create as
"supermarkets." Analogous to the twentieth-century model of a store at which
Americans could buy everything from soft drinks to fresh produce, supermarket banks
would accept deposits, make loans, sell insurance, guide mergers and acquisitions, and
underwrite stock and bond issues. The supermarket bank presented a radical departure
from the financial industry as it stood, composed as it was of local savings and loans,
commercial banks, investment banks, mutual funds, and insurance firms. Over the next
four decades, through a process Rose describes as "grinding politics," supermarket
banks became the guiding model of the financial industry. As the banking industry
consolidated, it grew too large while remaining too fragmented and unwieldy for
politicians to regulate and for regulators to understand—until, in 2008, those supermarket
banks, such as Citigroup, needed federal help to survive and prosper once again. Rose
explains the history of the financial industry as a story of individuals—some well-known,
like Presidents Kennedy, Carter, Reagan, and Clinton; Treasury Secretaries Donald
Regan and Timothy Geithner; and JP Morgan CEO Jamie Dimon; and some less so,
though equally influential, such as Kennedy's Comptroller of the Currency James J.
Saxon, Citicorp CEO Walter Wriston, and Bank of America CEOs Hugh McColl and
Kenneth Lewis. Rose traces the evolution of supermarket banks from the early days of
the Kennedy administration, through the financial crisis of 2008, and up to the Trump
administration's attempts to modify bank rules. Deeply researched and accessibly
written, Market Rules demystifies the major trends in the banking industry and brings
financial policy to life.
The End of Alchemy: Money, Banking, and the Future of the Global Economy Penguin
divThe combined collapse of Iceland's three largest banks in 2008 is the third largest
bankruptcy in history and the largest banking system collapse suffered by any country in
modern economic history, relative to GDP. How could tiny Iceland build a banking
system in less than a decade that proportionally exceeded Switzerland's? Why did the
bankers decide to grow the system so fast? How did businesses tunnel money out of
the banking system? And why didn't anybody stop them? Bringing Down the Banking
System answers these questions. Gudrun Johnsen, Senior Researcher with Iceland's
Special Investigation Commission, tells the riveting story of the rise and fall of the
Icelandic banking system, describes the Commission's findings on the damaging effects

of holding company cross-ownership, and explains what we can learn from it all.“/div>
The Curse of Cash University of Pennsylvania Press
This captivating book reproduces arguably the most extraordinary primary source documents in
fashion history. Providing a revealing window onto the Renaissance, they chronicle how style-
conscious accountant Matthäus Schwarz and his son Veit Konrad experienced life through clothes,
and climbed the social ladder through fastidious management of self-image. These bourgeois dandies'
agenda resonates as powerfully today as it did in the sixteenth century: one has to dress to impress,
and dress to impress they did. The Schwarzes recorded their sartorial triumphs as well as failures in
life in a series of portraits by illuminists over 60 years, which have been comprehensively reproduced
in full color for the first time. These exquisite illustrations are accompanied by the Schwarzes' fashion-
focussed yet at times deeply personal captions, which render the pair the world's first fashion bloggers
and pioneers of everyday portraiture. The First Book of Fashion demonstrates how dress – seemingly
both ephemeral and trivial – is a potent tool in the right hands. Beyond this, it colorfully recaptures the
experience of Renaissance life and reveals the importance of clothing to the aesthetics and every day
culture of the period. Historians Ulinka Rublack's and Maria Hayward's insightful commentaries create
an unparalleled portrait of sixteenth-century dress that is both strikingly modern and thorough in its
description of a true Renaissance fashionista's wardrobe. This first English translation also includes a
bespoke pattern by TONY award-winning costume designer and dress historian Jenny Tiramani, from
which readers can recreate one of Schwarz's most elaborate and politically significant outfits.
Fiasco Simon and Schuster
How philosophical differences between Eurozone nations led to the Euro crisis—and where to go from
here Why is Europe's great monetary endeavor, the Euro, in trouble? A string of economic difficulties in
Greece, Ireland, Spain, Italy, and other Eurozone nations has left observers wondering whether the
currency union can survive. In this book, Markus Brunnermeier, Harold James, and Jean-Pierre
Landau argue that the core problem with the Euro lies in the philosophical differences between the
founding countries of the Eurozone, particularly Germany and France. But the authors also show how
these seemingly incompatible differences can be reconciled to ensure Europe’s survival. As the
authors demonstrate, Germany, a federal state with strong regional governments, saw the Maastricht
Treaty, the framework for the Euro, as a set of rules. France, on the other hand, with a more
centralized system of government, saw the framework as flexible, to be overseen by governments. The
authors discuss how the troubles faced by the Euro have led its member states to focus on national, as
opposed to collective, responses, a reaction explained by the resurgence of the battle of economic
ideas: rules vs. discretion, liability vs. solidarity, solvency vs. liquidity, austerity vs. stimulus. Weaving
together economic analysis and historical reflection, The Euro and the Battle of Ideas provides a
forensic investigation and a road map for Europe’s future.
The Bankers' New Clothes Princeton University Press
A Wall Street Journal, Financial Times, and Bloomberg Businessweek Book of the Year Why our
banking system is broken—and what we must do to fix it New bank failures have been a rude
awakening for everyone who believed that the banking industry was reformed after the Global
Financial Crisis—and that we’d never again have to choose between massive bailouts and financial
havoc. The Bankers’ New Clothes uncovers just how little things have changed—and why banks are
still so dangerous. Writing in clear language that anyone can understand, Anat Admati and Martin
Hellwig debunk the false and misleading claims of bankers, regulators, politicians, academics, and
others who oppose effective reform, and they explain how the banking system can be made safer and
healthier. Thoroughly updated for a world where bank failures have made a dramatic return, this
acclaimed and important book now features a new preface and four new chapters that expose the
shortcomings of current policies and reveal how the dominance of banking even presents dangers to
the rule of law and democracy itself.
Disrobed Princeton University Press
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Why our banking system is broken—and what we must do to fix it As memories of the Global
Financial Crisis have faded, it has been tempting to believe that the banking system is now safe
and that we will never again have to choose between havoc and massive bailouts. But The
Bankers’ New Clothes shows that reforms have changed little—and that the banks still present
serious dangers to the world economy. Writing in clear language anyone can understand, Anat
Admati and Martin Hellwig explain how we can have a healthier banking system without
sacrificing any benefits. They also debunk the false and misleading narratives of bankers,
regulators, politicians, academics, and others who oppose real reform.
Money Rowman & Littlefield
For years, America has been plagued by slow economic growth and increasing inequality. In The
Captured Economy, Brink Lindsey and Steven M. Teles identify a common factor behind these twin ills:
breakdowns in democratic governance that allow wealthy special interests to capture the policymaking
process for their own benefit. They document the proliferation of regressive regulations that redistribute
wealth and income up the economic scale while stifling entrepreneurship and innovation. They also
detail the most important cases of regulatory barriers that have worked to shield the powerful from the
rigors of competition, thereby inflating their incomes: subsidies for the financial sector's excessive risk
taking, overprotection of copyrights and patents, favoritism toward incumbent businesses through
occupational licensing schemes, and the NIMBY-led escalation of land use controls that drive up rents
for everyone else. An original and counterintuitive interpretation of the forces driving inequality and
stagnation, The Captured Economy will be necessary reading for anyone concerned about America's
mounting economic problems and how to improve the social tensions they are sparking.
The First Book of Fashion Princeton University Press
How society’s undervaluing of life puts all of us at risk—and the groundbreaking
economic measure that can fix it Like it or not, sometimes we need to put a monetary
value on people's lives. In the past, government agencies used the financial "cost of
death" to monetize the mortality risks of regulatory policies, but this method vastly
undervalued life. Pricing Lives tells the story of how the government came to adopt an
altogether different approach--the value of a statistical life, or VSL—and persuasively
shows how its more widespread use could create a safer and more equitable society for
everyone. In the 1980s, W. Kip Viscusi used the method to demonstrate that the
benefits of requiring businesses to label hazardous chemicals immensely outweighed
the costs. VSL is the risk-reward trade-off that people make about their health when
considering risky job choices. With it, Viscusi calculated how much more money workers
would demand to take on hazardous jobs, boosting calculated benefits by an order of
magnitude. His current estimate of the value of a statistical life is $10 million. In this
book, Viscusi provides a comprehensive look at all aspects of economic and policy
efforts to price lives, including controversial topics such as whether older people's lives
are worth less and richer people's lives are worth more. He explains why corporations
need to abandon the misguided cost-of-death approach, how the courts can profit from
increased application of VSL in assessing liability and setting damages, and how other
countries consistently undervalue risks to life. Pricing Lives proposes sensible economic
guideposts to foster more protective policies and greater levels of safety in the United
States and throughout the world.
The Euro and the Battle of Ideas Simon and Schuster

A law professor and cultural critic offers an eye-opening exploration of the laws of fashion
throughout history, from the middle ages to the present day, examining the canons, mores and
customs of clothing rules that we often take for granted
The Bankers' New Clothes Simon and Schuster
Why we need to heed the lessons of high inflation Today's global economy, with most
developed nations experiencing very low inflation, seems a world apart from the "Great
Inflation" that spanned the late 1960s to early 1980s. Yet, in this book, Brigitte Granville
makes the case that monetary economists and policymakers need to keep the lessons
learned during that period very much in mind, lest we return to them by making the
same mistakes we made in the past. Granville details the advances in macroeconomic
thinking that gave rise to the "Great Moderation"—a period of stable inflation and
economic growth, which lasted from the mid-1980s through the most recent financial
crisis. She makes the case that the central banks' management of monetary
policy—hinging on expectations and credibility—brought about this period of stability, and
traces the roots of this success back to the eighteenth-century foundations of modern
monetary thought. Tackling fundamental questions such as the causes of inflation and
its relation to unemployment and growth, the natural rate of inflation hypothesis, the
fiscal theory of the price level, and the proper goals of central banks, the book aims
above all to demonstrate the dangers of forgetting the role of credibility in establishing
sound monetary policy. With the lessons of the past firmly in mind, Granville presents
stimulating ideas and proposals about inflation-targeting principles, which provide tools
for present-day monetary authorities dealing with the forces of globalization,
mercantilism, and reserve accumulation.
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